The tunneling ionization of exotic atoms such as muonic hydrogen, muonium and positronium in a strong laser field of circular polarization is investigated taking into account the impact of the motion of the center of mass on the the tunneling ionization dynamics. The momentum partition between the ionization products is deduced. The effect of the center of mass motion for the momentum distribution of the ionization components is determined. The effect scales with the ratio of the electron (muon) to the atomic core masses and is nonnegligible for exotic atoms, while being insignificant for common atoms. It is shown that the electron (muon) momentum shift during the under-the-barrier motion due to the magnetically induced Lorentz force has a significant impact on the momentum distribution of the atomic core and depends on the ratio of the electron to the atomic core masses.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a strong laser field ionization of an atom takes place by absorption of multiple laser photons [1] [2] [3] . The photons carry momentum which is distributed among the ionized electron and the atomic core (ion) after the interaction. The photon momentum transfer in ionization is a nondipole effect, theoretically described by a first relativistic correction to the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian. In classical terms the momentum transfer to the electron along the laser propagation direction arises due to the magnetically induced Lorentz force. At rather strong laser fields the ionization is in the tunneling regime, when the Keldysh parameter γ is small, and the electron is released from the atom by means of tunneling through the potential barrier formed by the laser suppressed atomic potential. In the tunneling regime the Lorentz force induces the momentum transfer to the electron along the laser propagation direction either when the electron moves in continuum after releasing from the atom, or during the tunneling step of the ionization. The first effect is characterized by the the relativistic field parameter ξ ≡ eE 0 /m e cω, where the E 0 and ω are the laser field amplitude and angular frequency, respectively, −e and m e are the electron charge and mass, respectively, and c is the speed of light. The momentum transfer along the laser propagation direction in continuum is ∆p z ∼ U p /c, where U p = m e c 2 ξ 2 /2 is the electron ponderomotive energy in the laser field. It is responsible for shifting of the angular distribution of photoelectrons from the laser polarization direction into the propagation direction in relativistically strong laser fields when ξ ∼ 1 [3, 4] , for the suppression of the electron rescattering with the ion [5] and, consequently, suppression of nonsequential double ionization [6, 7] and high-order harmonic generation [8, 9] .
The relativistic theory for the under-the-barrier dynamics demonstrated [10] that the magnetically induced Lorentz force brings about a momentum shift along the laser propagation direction also during the under-the-barrier motion. It has a characteristic value of I p /c, which can be estimated from ∆p z ∼ e(v a /c)B 0 τ k ∼ I p /c, with the atomic velocity v a = 2I p /m e , the ionization potential I p , the laser magnetic field B 0 = E 0 , the Keldysh time τ K = γ/ω, and the Keldysh parameter γ = I p /2U p . At nonrelativistic intensities the photon momentum transfer is rather small, nevertheless, it has been measured in a recent remarkable experiment [11] , using nonrelativistic laser intensities of 2 − 10 × 10 14 W/cm 2 and detecting electron momenta of an order of 10 −3 a.u.. The experimental results [11] in a circularly polarized laser field indicated that after tunneling ionization the ion carries a momentum I p /c along the momentum of incoming photons, while the electron carries a momentum of U p /c. This is in accordance with calculations of [12] and with the so-called simpleman model [13] . The latter assumes that the electron appears at the ionization tunnel exit with a vanishing momentum and then is driven solely by the laser field. The ion momentum in this case follows from the momentum conservation law.
However, due to the Lorentz force effect during the underthe-barrier dynamics, the electron appears at the tunnel exit with a nonvanishing momentum along the laser propagation direction [10] . The latter contributes to the asymptotic electron momentum because of which the final ion momentum decreases with respect to the prediction of the simpleman model. Thus, the peak of the electron momentum distribution along the laser propagation direction is at p ez = I p /3c (if the Coulomb field of the atomic core is neglected during the under-the-barrier motion), in contrast to the simpleman model vanishing prediction, and the ion should carry a momentum p iz = 2I p /3c [10, 14] . Moreover, the ion momentum increases when the Coulomb field of the atomic core is accounted for in the near the over-the-barrier ionization regime, e.g., it is p iz = 0.8I p /c at E 0 /E a = 0.05, see Fig. 6 in [15] , where E a = (2I p ) 3/2 is the atomic field strength. As it is noted in [14] , these results are not inconsistent with the experiment of Ref. [11] because of the large experimental error. The experiment on the momentum partition at ionization is most clearly shown in a circularly polarized laser field because in this case the recollisions are avoided. In a linearly polarized field the Coulomb focusing because of recollisions modifies significantly the final arXiv:1505.04659v1 [physics.atom-ph] 18 May 2015 momentum distribution [16] and complicates the analyses [17] . Recently, a numerical relativistic calculation of the electron momentum distribution in a linearly polarized laser field [18] indicated that the momentum shift in the laser propagation direction depends linearly on the laser intensity, which is in accordance with the experiment [11] . An additional momentum shift can arise also because of the, so-called, tunneling time [19] [20] [21] but this momentum shift is in the direction transverse to the laser propagation direction [15, [22] [23] [24] [25] and will not be discussed in the present paper.
If the atomic degree of freedom is neglected during tunneling ionization of the electron, the momentum transfer to the ion can be simply deduced via the momentum conservation law, taking into account the electron momentum after the ionization. In treating the electron dynamics in strong field ionization, usually, the ion is assumed to be not moving. While it is a good approximation for the ionization of hydrogen and other common atoms because of smallness of the mass ratio of the electron to the ion, it is not the case for exotic atoms such as muonium [the bound state of an electron and antimuon, the mass ratio of an electron to muon is m e /m µ ≈ 1/207], muonic hydrogen [the bound state of a muon and a proton, the mass ratio of a muon to proton is m µ /m p ≈ 0.1126] and positronium [the bound state of the electron and positron, the mass ratio of an electron to a positron is m e− /m e+ = 1]. The hydrogen ionization problem taking into account the ion degree of freedom first was considered in [14] for derivation of the ion momentum, however, neglecting its impact on the electron momentum distribution.
Note that the influence of the nuclear degrees of freedom on the electronic dynamics is well known in strong field molecular processes as, so-called, non-Born-Oppenheimer dynamics, see e.g. [26] [27] [28] .
In this paper we investigate the influence of the atomic core (ion) degree of freedom on the electron (muon) tunneling dynamics in a strong laser field of a circular polarization in the case of hydrogen, muonium, muonic hydrogen, and positronium atoms. The impact of this effect on the photo-electron (-muon) momentum distribution and, respectively, on the partition of the photon momentum transfer between the electron (muon) and the atomic core (proton, antimuon, positron) are studied.
We label by "electron" the negative component of the exotic atom, which is the electron in the case of muonium and positronium, and muon in the case of muonic hydrogen. The label "ion" is employed for the positive component of the exotic atom, which is the proton in the case of muonic hydrogen, antimuon in the case of muonium, and the positron in the case of positronium.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Sec. II the momentum partition is analysed using the simpleman model along with the energy-momentum conservation law. In Sec. III the result of the strong field approximation (SFA) is presented, which is followed by the discussion in Sec. IV and the conclusion in Sec. V.
II. THE SIMPLEMAN MODEL AND THE ENERGY-MOMENTUM CONSERVATION
In this section we derive the momentum partition between the electron and ion during tunneling ionization, assuming that the photoelectron dynamics follows the simpleman model [13] . The information provided by energy and momentum conservation laws is used to deduce the ion momentum p i and the number of absorbed laser photons n corresponding to a certain photoelectron momentum p e in the tunneling ionization process.
According to the simpleman model, the electron appears in continuum with a vanishing momentum in the most probable trajectory and afterwards is driven by the laser field, absorbing n laser photons. The energy conservation for the ionization process reads:
where ε e,i = c p 2 e,i + m 2 e,i c 2 and m e,i are the energy and mass of the electron and the ion, respectively. The momentum conservation provides
where p e,i z and p e,i ⊥ are the electron and the ion momentum components along the laser propagation direction z and the transverse direction, respectively. Combining Eqs. (1) and (3) we derive
(ε e − cp e z − m e c 2 )
In the case of a common atom (m i m e ) the kinetic energy of the ion is small and can be neglected, ε i − m i c 2 ≈ 0. In the plane laser field
is an integral of motion [5] . In the simpleman model Λ e = m e c 2 for the electron because of vanishing of the electron kinetic momentum at the tunnel exit. Consequently, the ion momentum is derived
In the simpleman model the electron transverse kinetic momentum in continuum is derived from the conservation of the transverse canonical momentum p e ⊥ − eA(φ) = const. Taking into account that at the ionization moment φ 0 the electron kinetic momentum is vanishing, we have
where φ = ω(t − z/c) is the laser phase. The electron longitudinal momentum is derived from the conservation law
which yields
Assuming a vanishing transverse momentum at the tunnel exit (Λ e = m e c 2 ) yields
At switching off the laser field A(φ) → 0:
where U p = e 2 A 2 (φ 0 )/(2m e ) = m e c 2 ξ 2 /2. Therefore, according to the simpleman model, Eqs. (3), (6) and (12), from the totally absorbed photon momentum during ionization
the ion absorbs the momentum p iz = I p /c and the rest of the photon momentum U p /c is transferred to the electron. The experiment of Ref. [11] is in accordance with the above mentioned results of the simpleman model. However, the ion dynamics during the tunneling and the relativistic features of the electron under-the-barrier dynamics [10, 14, 15] have impact on the momentum partition in strong field ionization which will be discussed in the next sections. Here we shortly mention that when going beyond the simpleman model, the Lorentz force during the under-the-barrier motion induces a nonvanishing momentum component for the electron, p 
In the case of exotic atoms, when the constituents masses are of the same order, the simpleman condition for the vanishing momentum at the tunnel exit concerns the relative momentum
see Table I . Then, p 
and from Eq. (4) one derives
where M = m e + m i . The electron and ion momenta can be calculated from Eqs. (9) and (11), which finally leads to the following expressions in the leading order of I p /(Mc 2 ):
This general expression for the final electron and ion momenta according to the simpleman model includes the limiting cases of the infinitely heavy ionic core [m i → ∞, see Eqs. (6), (11) and (12) 
where p iz denotes the positron momentum. Thus, the simpleman model along with the energymomentum conservation provides information on momentum partition between the electron and ion in the tunneling ionization process, given by Eqs. (20)- (23). We underline that the simpleman model does not take into account the initial momentum of the electron at the tunnel exit, which can arise due to the Lorentz force [10] and due to nonadiabatic dynamics (in the intermediate regime between the tunneling and mutiphoton regimes) [29] . Moreover, the Lorentz force effect depends on the ionic recoil inducing corrections of the order of m e /m i . Note also that the final momentum distribution is disturbed also by the Coulomb focusing during the electron motion in the continuum [16] .
In the next sections the Lorentz force effect and the impact of the ion recoil for the momentum partitioning between the ion and the electron are discussed.
III. STRONG FIELD APPROXIMATION
We consider strong field ionization of a simple atomic system consisting of a positively and a negatively charged particles (labelled as "ion" and "electron", respectively) which are initially in the ground state of the bound system. The main aim is to study the influence of the ion motion on the electron tunneling dynamics and its impact on the momentum partitioning between the ionized electron and the atomic core in tunnelling ionization. The theory will be applied for the cases of ionization of hydrogen, muonium, muonic hydrogen, and for positronium. The degree of freedom both of the ion and the electron will be taken into account. The effect of the magnetically induced Lorentz force on the ionization dynamics is included by means of nondipole treatment of the laser field in the weakly relativistic regime.
The Hamiltonian of the system under the consideration, consisting of an ion and an electron in a laser field reads:
where r e,i , q i = 1 and q e = −1 are the radius-vectors and charges of the ion and the electron, respectively (henceforth atomic units are used). To simplify the calculations it is convenient to write the Hamiltonian in the relative and the center-ofmass (c.m.) coordinates:
The variable transformation is shown in Table I . We use nondipole description in order to study the dynamic of the system under the influence of the magnetic component of the laser field which is responsible for the momentum transfer from the photons to the electron and the ion. The circularly polarized laser field propagating in z-direction is described by a vector potential:
with A 0 = E 0 /ω and α ∈ {i, e}. The ionization transition amplitude is calculated using SFA [30] [31] [32] :
where
2m α describes the interaction with the laser field; |Ψ 0,P 0 (t) = |Φ 0 e iI p t+iP 0 R is the initial bound state of the electron-ion system which is in the ground state |Φ 0 with the energy −I p ; the momentum of c.m. of the electron-ion system is P 0 ; |Ψ P,p (t) is the continuum state of the electron and ion in the laser field with the asymptotic c.m. momentum P and the relative momentum p, neglecting Coulomb interaction. Similar to [3] , the transition matrix element of Eq. (28) can be represented as
where V(r) = q i q e /r is the atomic potential. The continuum wave function for the electron and ion system in the laser field, after transformation to the light-time τ = t − Z/c, where Z is the c.m. coordinate along the laser propagation direction, fulfils the equation
witĥ
Taking into account the conservation law [P,Ĥ] = 0, the c.m. coordinates are factorized in the wave function:
with the c.m. energy E and momentum P, after the interaction is switched off.
In the weakly-relativistic regime the vector potential can be expanded to the first order in 1/c:
Then, neglecting the high-order terms over 1/c in Eq. (30), we arrive at the following equation:
When the wave function is parametrized as
one obtains
where µ and η are defined in Table I . Finally, the continuum wave function for the electron-ion system in the laser field in the leading order of the 1/c-expansion is
with the normalization constant N and the action
We calculate the matrix elements of the amplitude between the ground state and the continuum as:
assuming that the atom is at rest in the initial state P 0 = 0. Let us first consider the momentum sharing between the electron and the ion in the simplest and transparent case when the atomic potential is modelled by a short-range potential. Later we will discuss the correction to this picture due to the real atomic potential. In the case of short-range potential [33] 
one has p|V|Φ 0 = − √ κ/(2π), with κ ≡ 2µI p . We expand the last term of the action in Eq. (38):
where J n (ζ) is the Bessel functions, n is the number of absorbed photons, tan ϕ 0 = p x /p y , and
and obtain for the transition amplitude
Then we can calculate the ionization rate
Describing the final phase space via the electron and ion momenta, the ionization rate reads
where After the integration over the ion momenta, one obtains for the photoelectron momentum distribution
Here we take into account that
.
Expressing the ion momentum via the electron momentum using the momentum conservation δ-function, we have 
whereĨ p ≡ I p /m e c 2 and ν ≡ (nω − σ 0 )/m e c 2 . The ionization rate given by Eq. (47) depends on ion mass and takes into account the impact of the motion of the c.m. of the electron-ion system on the tunneling dynamics. For the hydrogen atom it is negligible as it scales with the small ratio m e /m i ≈ 1/1836. However, for exotic atoms this effect cannot be neglected.
IV. DISCUSSION
Let us analyse the ionization differential rate to find out the most probable momentum of the ionized electron and ion in the case of different atomic systems. We can approximately replace the summation over the photon number n in Eq. (47) by integration and carry out the latter using the δ-function:
where we have used that
Here, the number of absorbed photons, or the parameter ν, is determined from the energy conservation ∆ = 0, whose approximate solution reads
where we have used thatĨ p 1 and p 2 e µm e c 2 . Accordingly, the number of absorbed laser photons is
The qualitative behaviour of the momentum distribution according to the differential ionization rate of Eq. (51) is determined by the Bessel function. In the tunneling regime, when U p /ω 1 and I p 1, one has ζ 1, therefore, for the further analysis we will use the asymptotics of the Bessel function n ∼ ζ → ∞ [34] :
The peak of the momentum distribution corresponds to the minimum of the expression F ≡ (n − ζ) 3 /ζ, achievable at n ∼ ζ, where n and ζ are given by Eqs. (54) and (48).
The positron momentum components are the same by the absolute value (the transverse momentum is opposite).
C. The role of the Coulombic atomic potential
In the discussion above, we assumed a short-range atomic potential, Eq. (40). Now we examine how the SFA calculations are modified when the exact Coulombic atomic potential is employed. In this case the matrix element p|V|Φ 0 = − √ κ/(2π) should be replaced by
where α = e 2 / and 
The ionization differential rate integrated over the ion momenta reads
where The qualitative behaviour of the ionization rate is illustrated in Fig. 1 on the example of the positronium ionization. The accounting of the exact atomic potential corrects only the value for the ionization rate, but the position of the peak of the momentum distribution is determined by the Bessel function. Therefore, one can rely on the conclusions on the momentum sharing between the ion and the electron presented in this section above. 
V. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the momentum partition between the constituents of exotic atoms during strong field tunneling ionization. The momentum distribution is deviated from the prediction of the simpleman model. One reason for the deviation is that the electron appears in the continuum with nonvanishing momentum along the laser propagation direction which is due to the effect of the magnetically induced Lorentz force during the under-the-barrier dynamics and due to nonadiabatic effects. The second reason is the impact of the recoil of the atomic core on the tunneling dynamics and, therefore, on the momentum shift of the electron (muon) along the laser propagation direction. The second factor is negligible for common atoms but significant in the case of exotic atoms such as muonic hydrogen and positronium.
